AROUND THE
WORLD IN 80
WASHING LINES
‘ I T D O E S N ’ T M AT T E R W H E R E Y O U A R E I N T H E W O R L D , W H O
Y O U A R E O R W H AT D O – W E A L L H A V E L A U N D RY T O D O ! ’

By Mahlia Amatina

WHAT’S THE PROJECT ABOUT?
‘A social art project pegging us together, around the world, irrespective of who, what or where we are’

#80WashingLines is an art
installation of 80 images of
laundry created in
collaboration with 80 people
from around the world.
✓ 80 lives & cultures from around the world
✓ 80 intriguing photos of washing lines
✓ 80 unique stories of these diverse people
All came together to create:
A spectacular art exhibition & immersive sensory
experience with: an impactful social message –
accessible & insightful, with universal appeal.

EXAMPLE OF AN IMAGE & STORY: I
‘People came together, from around the world, to share their lives and photos of laundry – all to take
part in an exhibition about humanity & connectedness’
Khalid is from Pakistan.
Though he now regards himself as
British, he regularly attends the
‘Pakistan Community Centre’ to
meet other Pakistanis and talk about
days gone by. Khalid works for Royal
Mail and has been there for 35 years.
He is a Business Analyst. This photo
is an image of a washing line at
Khalid’s family home. In Pakistan,
clothes take longer to wash than to
dry. Khalid remembers when he was
young that his mother used to pump
water from a well to do the laundry.
Clothes were then dried on large
stones, the grass and bushes.
Khalid is frantic.

EXAMPLE OF AN IMAGE & STORY: II
‘People answered questions on all aspects of their lives from hopes, dreams, aspirations – to their
regrets, sorrows and woes’
Tom took a chance on life.
He left his former life in London
– a life that included a secure job,
friends and money. He moved to
New Zealand and now works as
an outdoor adventure leader.
Because Tom lives with six other
housemates, there’s not always
space to dry his clothes. He likes
to hang his clothes on the
balcony outside which overlooks
Lake Wakatipu and the
remarkable mountain range. He
prefers this view to Clapham
High Street.
Tom is relaxed.

WHAT WAS THE FEEDBACK?

‘A feedback form was created to capture people’s comments, as well as to gain demographic insights.
157 visitors filled in the survey (11% response rate)’
A scale of 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree)

Two thirds of
respondents (66%)
would highly
recommend the
exhibition to
someone they
know

AUTISTIC ENGAGEMENT

‘Nearly one quarter (24%) of respondents at the exhibition reported themselves as being from the
autistic spectrum, highlighting a demand for more autism-friendly and/or accessible art exhibitions’

ENGAGING WITH DIVERSE BACKGROUNDS

‘Diversity was a core part of the exhibition with 42% of visitors recorded from ethnically diverse
backgrounds’
Q7 - Please
describe your
race/ethnicity (131
responses)

Nearly a fifth (19%)
of respondents
reported some type
of disability
(physical or mental)

IN YOUR OWN WORDS, WHAT WAS THE MAIN MESSAGE YOU
TOOK AWAY FROM THE EXHIBITION?
Visitor feedback: ‘People all over the world have the same hopes, fears, expectations, dreams as we do.
The exhibition makes me feel ‘connected’ and part of a beautiful worldwide community’

I hope the art will
continue to
educate people
of different
colour
Loved it. Something a bit different and
really allowed me to gather a further
understanding of different cultures

Despite our
differences, our
everyday lives are
the same
A celebration of global diversity!

How incredibly small the
world is! It’s nice to see
how such a mundane task
like laundry can connect us

Thank you for sharing the people’s
stories, that despite differences in
background and cultures, we’re
immensely similar

We are all the same and
diverse

People from very
different
backgrounds can
experience similar
problems

All about diversity and colour
Amazing to see how we are all
connected and the similarities
of the opinions shared by
humans concerning humanity
and washing
Everyone has to do laundry, no
matter their creed, colour,
circumstances…

DO YOU HAVE ANY FURTHER COMMENTS ABOUT THE EXHIBITION?
‘The exhibition has had a positive influence on my day! From waking up and doing my own laundry to
sitting in the park feeling quite lonely… Mahlia brought me here and connected me with people!
Thank you 😊’
Very interesting way of viewing
people around the world

Thanks for a
great hands-on
trip, which links in
with our Science
unit on the water
cycle!

Eye opening and interesting
concept

Brilliant idea! Love it!
Please carry on with
this

A lovely, thoughtful and
creative exhibition in a
wonderful space

I liked the stories of people’s lives and
how are all connected
I love the simplicity and the way
Very original and
it conveys a global message

beautiful with an
important
message
Compelling reading

Wonderful.
Thank you.
Really made me
reflect

Loved the clothing hung up. The
whole experience felt inspiring
The explanation from
the people was the best
bit for me and made
you understand
different view on life

MEDIA COVERAGE
The exhibition gained media attention from a variety of outlets including TV, radio, press and blog
posts
Londist

The Slough Observer

Autism Eye
Magazine

The BBC

Laundry &
Cleaning Today
(LCT) Magazine

1. READING: THE RIVERSIDE MUSEUM, SEPT
‘Diversity
is
amazing!’

‘Really
fascinating,
would highly
recommend it’

‘The best
exhibition I have
ever seen in
Reading!’

‘So lovely to come to an interesting local event.
Beautiful exhibition’

Special guest MBE Carly
Jones (autism advocate)
came to launch the show

2. SLOUGH: THE CURVE, OCT

‘It’s fantastic! The
words and stories
add so much’

The exhibition tied in
with The Curve’s oneyear-old celebrations

‘A feeling of niceness
and comfort
interspersed with
people’s personal
stories’

3. LONDON: THE MENIER GALLERY, NOV

‘Diversity of
lifestyles
around the
world, yet many
common things
that unite us all’

How colourful
the chore of
washing can
look!

ARTIST LINKS
• Website: www.mahliaamatina.com
• Specific project (#80WashingLines) link: www.mahliaamatina.com/project-washing-lines
• Opening night speech by Mahlia: http://bit.ly/2CCvofk
• BBC South Today feature of the project: http://bit.ly/2ol8eFO
• Special guest MBE Carly Jones (autism advocate) talk: http://bit.ly/2ooSIYJ
• Email contact: mahliaamatina@gmail.com

